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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim [in the
spiritual world]:
Heung Jin Nim: "You must grow quickly. Incredible things are possible. Your heart is the key. Imagine
your heart, peal the layers off of your heart quickly." [1]
We may do many great things for God's providence, but if we do not grow in heart and love at the same
time, the main thing is missing. The Kingdom of God does not just come from us doing great things. It
comes from us growing in heart and character every day, thus becoming people in the image of God.
The Kingdom of God is the world where everyone reaches perfection of heart. So if everyone's
development of heart and character stagnates, the ideal world cannot come, no matter how much we do.
True Parents opened the gate, by giving the Holy Blessing. And now it is our turn, not just to give the
Blessing to others, but also to strive for our perfection of heart.
The purpose of God's providence is to see true men and women emerge, in all corners of the world, until
the whole world is in line with God's desire, until this world is free of everything that is not in line with

God's dream. We all have to become true men and women. We have to become embodiments of God, just
as True Parents are, and definitely all of us have been given the full potential for that. This is our
destination:
True Father: "Father is looking at you, literally looking at you, and wishing that one day you will be the
second God, you will be the small God, and that is what Father is waiting and praying for, nothing else.
Whether Father has tremendous influence in the world or anything, that's small compared to what Father
looks [wants] you to be." [2]
True Mother: "It is God's wish and dream (for you) to become humankind's visible True Parents." [3]
The more we go on this road of self perfection, the more incredible things will happen. God's providence
will advance more than ever. We will see things that we thought would not be possible. We all, without
exception, have the power to support God's providence greatly. It is not a matter of money, power or
knowledge. It is not a matter of fame or whatever. It is a matter of heart. Heart is the key. Love is the key.
And let us not forget that great help from the spiritual world is available, if we ask for it:
Heung Jin Nim: "I said before that love is the key, but actually because of your barriers of love you need
help. You need help to guide you to the deeper levels of love. Therefore your faith is the key because
through your faith I can be with you and when I am with you then I can lead you in an understanding of
love. And with that faith and with that love then nothing can stop your march forward to victory." [4]
Not only can we get help from Heung Jin Nim, but also from True Father and Jesus. They are very eager
to help us to inherit their heart.
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